Chief Judge: Shawn Blomgren
Email: shawn.blomgren@hsvutil.org

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
TEAM EVENT
Mean Time: 9 minutes
Drop Dead Time: 11 minutes

Event Objective:
Replace a lightning arrester bank that has been damage by a lightning strike.
Event Summary:
The team will start with a 45’ pole with 3phase on it with a lightning arrester
bank. The framing will be on a fiberglass cross arm with communications on it.
The team will start with a new tri-mount, three lightning arresters and three hot
line clamps at the base of the pole. When time starts, the team will need to
assemble the new lightning arrester bank and go up and cover the neutral. The
primary will not need to be covered if the minimum approach distance is not
broken. (Stimulated at 12 KVA with a MAD of 2’2”) The team will need to replace
the lightning arrester bank and remove whatever cover is used and when the last
lineman on the pole foot touches the ground time will stop.
Event Description:
1. Teams will have 5 minutes to set up. All tools and cover must be kept off
the ground using a tarp supplied by the competitor.
2. The team will pick up three 56” #6 cooper wires when they come into the
event.
3. There will be a tri-mount, three lightning arresters and 3 hot line clamps at
the base of the pole when the team reaches their event.
4. In the 5-minute set up time the team can check all nuts on material left to
make sure that it runs freely but cannot make any material up.
5. The ground wire on the bottom of the lightning arrester will have a hook on
it to go around the bottom connection.
6. Time starts at the judge’s signal.
7. Lineman must wear rubber gloves ground to ground.
8. The neutral and neutral clevis will need to be covered.
9. The team will replace the tri-mount, lighting arrester and hot line clamps on
the pole.
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10.Time stops when the last lineman foot touches the ground.
11.Judging will continue until all material is picked up and the event site is
restored to the original condition.
12.Tri-mount, lightning arrester and hot line clamps must be placed back at
the base of the pole when the team leaves.
13.The stingers will be 56”
14.Bottom Bolt of crossarm to top bolt of tri-mount will be 24”
15.Bottom Bolt of tri-mount to Neutral Bolt 30”
16.Neutral Bolt to first Comm. Bolt 40”
17.Top Comm. Bolt to Bottom Comm. Bolt 12”
18.All general rodeo rules apply.

